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Abstract—The advent of smart grids and active distribution
networks has boosted the relevance of reliability in the operation
and planning of distribution systems. As is customary, reliability
is assessed analytically through several standard indices. Unfor-
tunately, analytical reliability assessment relies on simulation,
thereby requiring the use of inexact heuristic- or metaheuristic-
based solution methods to operate and plan distribution systems
when economic and reliability criteria are jointly considered.
In order to overcome this shortcoming, this paper presents
a new optimization-based approach to compute the standard
network-dependent reliability indices that are widely used in
reliability-constrained distribution optimization mode ls. As a
major salient feature over the conventional simulation-based
method, reliability indices are equivalently determined by an
efficient approach based on linear programming where the
network topology is explicitly represented by decision variables of
the optimization process. The proposed approach has been tested
on several benchmarks including a 1080-node system. Numerical
simulations show that the proposed approach yields the same
results as the conventional algorithm. Moreover, the moderate
computational effort is suitable for the subsequent integration
of the proposed equivalent formulation in reliability-constrained
optimization models for distribution operation and planning.
Such successful numerical experience backs the potential of the
proposed formulation to enable the use of sound techniques
different from the available heuristics and metaheuristics to solve
reliability-constrained operational and planning optimization
models for distribution systems.

Index Terms—Analytical reliability assessment, distribution
optimization models, linear programming, non-simulation-based
approach.

NOMENCLATURE
A. Indices
b Index for the load levels used to represent the

loading condition.

i, j, r, s, s′ Indices for nodes.

B. Sets
B Index set of the load levels used to represent

the loading condition.

Υ Set of branches.

Ψi Index set of nodes connected to nodei.
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ΨLN Index set of load nodes.
ΨN Index set of system nodes.
ΨRP

ij Index set of nodes affected by a repair-and-
switching interruption due to a fault in the
branch connecting nodesi andj.

ΨSS Index set of substation nodes.
ΨSW

ij Index set of nodes affected by a switching-
only interruption due to a fault in the branch
connecting nodesi andj.

C. Parameters
ASAI Average system availability index.
CIDs Customer interruption duration at nodes.
CIFs Customer interruption frequency at nodes.
D

CB,SW
ij Value of DT,SW

s for all the nodes protected
by the circuit breaker located at the branch
connecting nodesi andj.

DRP
s Expected duration of repair-and-switching in-

terruptions affecting nodes.
DSW

s Expected duration of switching-only interrup-
tions affecting nodes.

DT,SW
s Parameter used to computeDSW

s .
D̄SW

s Parameter used to computeDSW
s .

EENS Expected energy not supplied.
ℓij Length of the branch connecting nodesi and

j.
Ls Peak demand at nodes.
L̃is Demand at nodei of the fictitious system

under the operating condition corresponding
to nodes.

NCB
ij Total expected rate of interruptions affecting

the circuit breaker located at the branch con-
necting nodesi andj.

NRP
s Expected rate of repair-and-switching inter-

ruptions affecting nodes.
NSW

s Expected rate of switching-only interruptions
affecting nodes.

NT
s Total expected rate of interruptions affecting

nodes.
NCs Number of customers at nodes.
SAIDI System average interruption duration index.
SAIFI System average interruption frequency index.
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∆b Duration of load levelb.
λij Failure rate of the branch connecting nodesi

andj.
µb Loading factor of load levelb.
τRP
ij Duration of the repair-and-switching interrup-

tions associated with the failure of the branch
connecting nodesi andj.

τSW
ij Duration of the switching-only interruptions

associated with the failure of the branch con-
necting nodesi andj.

D. Variables
f̃ijs Variable used to represent the power flow

through the branch connecting nodesi and
j of the fictitious system under the operating
condition corresponding to nodes.

g̃SS
is Power injection at substation nodei of the

fictitious system under the operating condition
corresponding to nodes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

RELIABILITY is defined as the ability of a power system
to continuously meet the electricity needs of end users

with the required quantity and quality [1]. Reliability in
distribution systems is fundamental since, as reported in the
literature [2], more than 80% of all customer interruptions
are due to failures at this level. Moreover, the new context
where smart grids come into play has drastically changed
the traditional passive role of distribution networks, leading
to the paradigm of active distribution networks. Therefore,
an adequate consideration of reliability in distribution system
operation and planning is essential.

According to [2]–[8], several indices are available to quanti-
tatively measure system reliability such as customer interrup-
tion frequency (CIF), customer interruption duration (CID),
system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI), system
average interruption duration index (SAIDI), average system
availability index (ASAI), and expected energy not supplied
(EENS). A relevant and practical technique to calculate such
indices is the analytical predictive method [1], [2], [7], [9].
For a given network topology, the analytical method quan-
tifies the impact of a pre-specified set of events on service
continuity through the simulation of component outages, one
at a time. To that end, two pieces of information are used to
compute standard reliability indices, namely failure rates and
interruption durations.

The simulation-based nature and the topology dependence
of the analytical reliability assessment have motivated the use
of approximate methods to explicitly incorporate the computa-
tion of reliability indices in operational and planning models
where topology decisions are outcomes of the optimization
process. A widely-used method relies on metaheuristics to
iteratively handle a population of candidate topologies [10],
[11]. For each candidate topology, the conventional simulation-
based algorithm is run. Hence, the impact of reliability on
topology decisions drives the exploration of the search space.
Unfortunately, metaheuristics are unable to identify whether
global optimality has been attained. An alternative method

was recently presented in [8], wherein a pool of candidate
topologies was generated through an iterative algorithm based
on standard mathematical programming with no regard to
reliability. Subsequently, reliability was calculatedex post in
order to make informed decisions. This heuristic decouples
topology decisions from reliability, thereby giving rise to an
inexact approach. Therefore, new non-heuristic approaches for
the incorporation of reliability in distribution operation and
planning are yet to be explored.

Motivated by the lack of exact methods for reliability-
constrained distribution optimization problems and the appeal-
ing features of linear programming, the main contribution of
this paper is the formulation of a novel approach based on
linear programming for the analytical reliability assessment of
a distribution system. Note that linear programming provides
a sound mathematical programming framework with well-
known properties in terms of convergence and solution quality.
Moreover, off-the-shelf software is readily available, which is
beneficial for practical implementation purposes. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt in the literature
to use an optimization process to equivalently implement the
analytical simulation-based reliability assessment. Thepro-
posed approach relies on the solution of a set of optimal power
flows, one per load node, for a topologically identical fictitious
system. Each optimal power flow is formulated as a linear
program associated with a pre-specified operating condition.
As a result, the network topology is explicitly characterized
through the outcomes of the optimization. Hence, two rele-
vant advantages are featured over the traditional algorithmic
calculation of reliability: 1) the proposed model paves theway
for addressing reliability-constrained operational and planning
models without requiring heuristics or metaheuristics, and 2)
the use of linear programming provides an effective framework
for such incorporation of reliability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the main aspects of the analytical reliability
evaluation. SectionIII describes the proposed approach and
its potencial applicability. In SectionIV, numerical results
from several case studies are reported and analyzed. Relevant
conclusions are drawn in SectionV. Finally, the Appendix
provides a general formulation for the reliability-constrained
distribution optimization models resulting from the application
of the proposed approach for reliability assessment.

II. A NALYTICAL RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

Distribution system reliability has been widely assessed on
a yearly basis through well-known metrics such as CIF, CID,
SAIFI, SAIDI, ASAI, and EENS [2]–[8]. CIF and CID account
for the frequency and the duration of interruptions at each load
node, respectively. SAIFI is a measure of how many sustained
interruptions an average customer will experience. SAIDI is a
measure of how many interruption hours an average customer
will experience. ASAI is defined as the proportion of hours
that the service will be available for an average customer.
Finally, EENS represents the total energy that is expected to be
curtailed. Next, the analytical reliability assessment typically
implemented in distribution optimization models is described.
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A. Reliability Indices in Distribution Optimization Models

In reliability-constrained optimization models for distri-
bution systems [8], [12]–[21], the calculation of standard
reliability indices relies on the knowledge of the network
topology and the loading condition. Within this optimization-
based framework, the following practical assumptions are
customarily adopted for the sake of tractability [8], [12]–[21]:

1) Only sustained interruptions due to single branch outages
are considered. Branch outages are characterized by fail-
ure rates and interruption durations.

2) A radially-operated distribution system is considered
wherein each branch connected to a substation is
equipped with a circuit breaker without a recloser at
the output of the substation. Moreover, all branches are
equipped with a switch that enables the isolation of the
part of the system downstream of the fault in order to
meet the demand of the healthy portion of the system.
Thus, once a sustained fault has occurred, the first circuit
breaker upstream of the fault trips, thereby curtailing
all downstream load demands. Subsequently, the system
topology is reconfigured by operating switches and circuit
breakers to reduce the non-supplied energy. To that end,
the first switch upstream of the fault is opened in order to
isolate the fault. Then the circuit breaker is closed so that
the supply to all load demands between the circuit breaker
and the switch is restored. Finally, once the isolated
fault is cleared, the corresponding switch is closed and
complete service is reestablished.
Load nodes are thus affected by two types of interrup-
tion: 1) repair-and-switching interruptions, for which the
supply is not restored until the damage is repaired, and
2) switching-only interruptions, which are associated with
the network reconfiguration implemented to clear a faulty
component.

Admittedly, a complete assessment of reliability should
consider temporary faults, protection failures, transient dis-
turbances, line overloading, and additional post-fault network
reconfiguration to restore the service for load nodes down-
stream of the fault. This generalization would, however, render
the problem essentially intractable through optimization. These
modeling limitations notwithstanding, addressing reliability-
constrained operational and planning models, albeit ignor-
ing those practical aspects, is acceptable [8], [12]–[21] and
provides the decision maker with a first estimate of a cost-
effective and reliable solution.

Under both assumptions, the impact of outages on load
nodes can be quantified in a compact way in terms of the ex-
pected rate of nodal repair-and-switching interruptions,NRP

s ,
the expected rate of nodal switching-only interruptions,NSW

s ,
the expected duration of nodal repair-and-switching interrup-
tions,DRP

s , and the expected duration of nodal switching-only
interruptions,DSW

s , which are computed as:

NRP
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ|s∈ΨRP
ij

λij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (1)

NSW
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ|s∈ΨSW
ij

λij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (2)

DRP
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ|s∈ΨRP
ij

λijτ
RP
ij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (3)

DSW
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ|s∈ΨSW
ij

λijτ
SW
ij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (4)

Moreover, reliability indices can be mathematically ex-
pressed as follows:

CIFs = NRP
s +NSW

s ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (5)

CIDs = DRP
s +DSW

s ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (6)

SAIFI =

∑

s∈ΨLN

NCs

(

NRP
s +NSW

s

)

∑

s∈ΨLN

NCs

(7)

SAIDI =

∑

s∈ΨLN

NCs

(

DRP
s +DSW

s

)

∑

s∈ΨLN

NCs

(8)

ASAI = 1−
SAIDI

8760
(9)

EENS =
∑

b∈B

∆b

8760

∑

s∈ΨLN

CIDsµbLs. (10)

B. Simulation-Based Algorithm

For a given network topology, the expected rates of nodal
interruptions,NRP

s andNSW
s , and the expected durations of

nodal interruptions,DRP
s andDSW

s , are conventionally calcu-
lated using a simulation-based algorithm [7] where outages of
system branches are analyzed one at a time. For each branch,
the expected rates of repair-and-switching and switching-only
interruptions of those nodes affected by a fault in such a branch
are increased by the corresponding failure rate. Similarly, the
expected durations of repair-and-switching and switching-only
interruptions of those nodes affected by a fault in such a branch
are increased by the product of the corresponding failure rate
and duration. This algorithm is outlined as follows:

Set NRP
s , NSW

s , DRP
s , and DSW

s equal to 0 for all load nodes
Loop over all branches i-j

Loop over all load nodes s

XX If node s experiences a repair-and-switching interrup-
tion due to a fault in branch i-j

NRP
s ← NRP

s + λij

DRP
s ← DRP

s + λijτ
RP
ij

XX Elseif node s experiences a switching-only interruption
due to a fault in branch i-j

NSW
s ← NSW

s + λij

DSW
s ← DSW

s + λijτ
SW
ij

End if
End loop

End loop
OnceNRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , andDSW
s are determined, relia-

bility indices can be readily computed using (5)–(10).
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C. Useful Remarks

The exhaustive simulation of all possible branch outages
for a given radially-operated topology yields a set of relevant
remarks that form the basis of the novel optimization-based
approach presented in SectionIII .

First, the following two remarks relating nodal interruption
rates and branch failure rates can be made:

Remark 1): The expected rate of repair-and-switching inter-
ruptions affecting nodes, NRP

s , is equal to the sum of the
failure rates of the branches used to supply the demand at this
node from the substation node.

Remark 2): The expected rate of switching-only interruptions
affecting nodes, NSW

s , is equal to the sum of the failure
rates of those branches in the feeder including this node that
are not used to supply the load at this node from the substation
node. Hence, the expected rate of switching-only interruptions
affecting a node can be calculated as the difference between
the total expected rate of interruptions,NT

s , and the expected
rate of repair-and-switching interruptions,NRP

s , affecting this
node. The total expected rate of interruptions affecting node
s, NT

s , is equal to the sum of the failure rates of all branches
belonging to the feeder where nodes is located, which is also
the total expected rate of interruptions affecting the circuit
breaker protecting that feeder, denoted byNCB

ij . Note that,
for the breaker located at the branch connecting nodesi and
j, NCB

ij is also equal to the sum over all nodes protected by
this breaker of the failure rates of the branches injecting power
at each node.

Additionally, two remarks associated with the expected
durations of interruptions are described below:

Remark 3): The expected duration of repair-and-switching
interruptions affecting nodes, DRP

s , is equal to the sum over
the branches used to supply the demand at this node from the
substation node of the products of the corresponding failure
rate and repair-and-switching interruption duration.

Remark 4): The expected duration of switching-only interrup-
tions affecting nodes, DSW

s , is equal to the sum over those
branches in the feeder including this node that are not used to
supply the load at this node from the substation node of the
products of the corresponding failure rate and switching-only
interruption duration. Similar toNSW

s , DSW
s can be calculated

as the difference between two parameters, namelyDT,SW
s and

D̄SW
s . DT,SW

s is equal to the sum over all branches belonging
to the feeder where nodes is located of the products of the
corresponding failure rate and switching-only interruption du-
ration. Thus, for the breaker located at the branch connecting
nodesi andj, all DT,SW

s for the nodes in the feeder protected
by that breaker are identical. Such a breaker-related expected
duration is denoted byDCB,SW

ij . Note thatDCB,SW
ij is also

equal to the sum over all nodes protected by this breaker of the
products of the failure rates of the branches injecting power at
each node and their corresponding switching-only interruption
durations. In addition,̄DSW

s is equal to the sum of the products
of the failure rates of the branches used to supply the demand
at nodes from the substation node and their corresponding
switching-only interruption durations.

Fig. 1. Illustrative example.

D. Illustrative Example

The above-described analytical reliability assessment essen-
tially consists in the calculation of the expected nodal inter-
ruption rates and durations,NRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , and DSW
s .

Such calculation, which is typically implemented through
the simulation-based algorithm described in SectionII-B, is
numerically illustrated with the radial system depicted inFig.
1. This example comprises one substation node, node 1, and
five load nodes, nodes 2–6. The substation supplies two feeders
with three and two branches, respectively. Branch failure rates,
λ12, λ15, λ23, λ24, and λ56, are equal to 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1,
and 0.4 failures per year, respectively. Repair-and-switching
interruption durations for each branch,τRP

12 , τRP
15 , τRP

23 , τRP
24 ,

and τRP
56 , are equal to 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 3.0 hours

per failure, respectively. Finally, switching-only interruption
durations for each branch,τSW

12 , τSW
15 , τSW

23 , τSW
24 , andτSW

56 ,
are equal to 0.15, 0.20, 0.50, 0.25, and 0.60 hours per failure,
respectively.

The impact of all single branch outages in terms of types
of nodal interruptions is shown in TableI (columns 3–7). For
expository purposes, two branch failures are analyzed in detail.
Let us first consider a single fault at the branch connecting
nodes 2 and 4. This fault yields the automatic tripping of
circuit breaker B1 and, hence, the loads connected at nodes
2–4 are curtailed. Next, switch S3 is opened to repair the fault
and circuit breaker B1 is manually closed. Therefore, during
the repair time, all loads are supplied except the load at node
4. When the fault is cleared, switch S3 is closed and normal
operation is reestablished. As a result, the loads at nodes 2
and 3 are affected during the switching process, the load at
node 4 is affected during the repair and switching periods, and
the loads at nodes 5 and 6, i.e., outside the feeder where the
outage occurs, are not affected by this fault. This impact is
reflected in the sixth column of TableI.

Similarly, as shown in the third column of TableI, if a fault
occurs at the branch connecting nodes 1 and 2, loads at nodes
2–4 are affected during the repair and switching periods since
such loads are downstream of the fault. In contrast, loads at
nodes 5 and 6 are unaffected by this fault.

According to the simulation-based algorithm presented in
SectionII-B, the expected rates of repair-and-switching inter-
ruptions and switching-only interruptions affecting eachnode,
which are listed in columns 8 and 9 of TableI, respectively, can
be calculated adding the corresponding branch failure rates.
Analogously, the expected durations of repair-and-switching
interruptions and switching-only interruptions affecting each
node, which are listed in columns 10 and 11 of TableI,
respectively, can be calculated through the summation over
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TABLE I
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE – RESULTS

Impact of failures Expected rates of interruptions Expected durations of interruptions

Node
Type of Out-of-service branch (interruptions/year) (h/year)

interruption 1-2 1-5 2-3 2-4 5-6 0000NRP
s 0000NSW

s 0000DRP
s 0000DSW

s

2
Repair & switching ✓ – – – –

00000.5 00000.3 00000.500 00000.125
Switching only – – ✓ ✓ –

3
Repair & switching ✓ – ✓ – –

00000.7 00000.1 00000.900 00000.025
Switching only – – – ✓ –

4
Repair & switching ✓ – – ✓ –

00000.6 00000.2 00000.900 00000.100
Switching only – – ✓ – –

5
Repair & switching – ✓ – – –

00000.3 00000.4 00000.450 00000.240
Switching only – – – – ✓

6
Repair & switching – ✓ – – ✓

00000.7 00000.0 00001.650 00000.000
Switching only – – – – –

the corresponding out-of-service branches of the productsof
the associated branch failure rate and outage duration.

This example is also useful to illustrate the remarks pre-
sented in SectionII-C. To that end, a representative node,
namely node 4, is selected.

Remarks 1 and 3, which are respectively related toNRP
s

andDRP
s , rely on the knowledge of the branches supplying

the demand at each node from the substation. As can be
seen in Fig.1, the demand at node 4 is supplied from the
substation through branches 1-2 and 2-4. Thus, according
to Remark 1, the expected rate of repair-and-switching in-
terruptions affecting node 4,NRP

4 , is equal to the sum of
the failure rates of those branches, i.e.,0.5 + 0.1 = 0.6
interruptions/year. Analogously, as per Remark 3, the expected
duration of repair-and-switching interruptions affecting node
4, DRP

4 , is equal to the sum over those branches of the
products of the corresponding failure rate and repair-and-
switching interruption duration, i.e.,0.5 × 1 + 0.1 × 4 = 0.9
h/year.

Remark 2 deals withNSW
s . As shown in Fig.1, the only

branch in feeder 1 that is not used to supply the demand at
node 4 is branch 2-3. Therefore, based on Remark 2,NSW

4 is
equal toλ23, i.e., 0.2 interruptions/year. Moreover, since node
4 belongs to feeder 1 comprising branches 1-2, 2-3, and 2-4,
the total expected rate of interruptions affecting node 4,NT

4 ,
is equal toλ12 + λ23 + λ24, i.e., NT

4 = 0.5 + 0.2 + 0.1 =
0.8 interruptions/year. Thus, according to Remark 2,NSW

4

can also be computed asNT
4 − NRP

4 = 0.8 − 0.6 = 0.2
interruptions/year.

Remark 4 is associated withDSW
s . As above mentioned,

branch 2-3 is the only branch in feeder 1 that is not used to
supply the demand at node 4. Therefore, based on Remark
4, DSW

4 is equal toλ23τ
SW
23 , i.e., 0.2 × 0.5 = 0.1 h/year.

Note thatDSW
4 is equal to the difference betweenDT,SW

4 =
λ12τ

SW
12 + λ23τ

SW
23 + λ24τ

SW
24 and D̄SW

4 = λ12τ
SW
12 +

λ24τ
SW
24 . Numerically,DT,SW

4 = 0.5×0.15+0.2×0.50+0.1×
0.25 = 0.2 h/year andD̄SW

4 = 0.5× 0.15+ 0.1× 0.25 = 0.1
h/year, thereby giving rise toDSW

4 = 0.2− 0.1 = 0.1 h/year.

The application of this process to the other load nodes yields
the results listed in columns 8–11 of TableI.

III. PROPOSEDOPTIMIZATION -BASED APPROACH

This section presents a two-step approach that allows com-
puting in an exact wayNRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , andDSW
s without

using simulation. The first step involves the solution of a
set of linear programs. As a result, the optimal values of
a set of binary-valued continuous decision variables allow
representing the relationship between nodal interruptionrates,
branch failure rates, and duration rates set forth in Remarks 1–
4. The second step relies on equivalent algebraic expressions
for NRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , and DSW
s in terms of the optimal

values of those decision variables. The proposed approach,
albeit illustrated with the radial system of Fig.1, is suitable
not only for radial networks but also for practical meshed
and radially-operated distribution networks, thereby paving the
way for its incorporation in reliability-constrained operational
and planning models. This section concludes with a discussion
on the steps required for such potential applicability.

A. Step 1: Linear Program for Topology Characterization

The topological information required to computeNRP
s ,

NSW
s , DRP

s , andDSW
s as per Remarks 1–4 can be modeled

by the outcomes of a set of optimal power flows, one per load
node, for a fictitious system with the same radial topology
of the original radially-operated network and with a constant
power factor across the network. Each optimal power flow
models the operation of the fictitious system under a loading
condition characterized by one nodal demand equal to 1 pu
whereas the remaining nodal demands are set at 0. For each
load nodes ∈ ΨLN , the proposed optimal power flow is
formulated as follows:

Minimize
f̃ijs ,g̃

SS
is

∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

(11)

subject to:

∑

j∈Ψi

(

f̃ijs − f̃jis

)

= g̃SS
is − L̃is; ∀i ∈ ΨN (12)

0 ≤ f̃ijs ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ Ψj, ∀j ∈ ΨN (13)

0 ≤ g̃SS
is ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ ΨSS (14)
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whereL̃is =

{

1; ∀i ∈ ΨLN | i = s

0; otherwise.

In (11)–(14), branch-related variables̃fijs and substation-
related variables̃gSS

is represent the fictitious system operation
under the condition associated with load nodes. The goal
of the proposed model is the minimization of the sum of
all branch-related variables̃fijs (11) subject to nodal power
balance equations (12), limits on branch-related variables (13),
and limits on substation-related variables (14). Expressions
(12) extend the distribution flow model presented in [22] for
a radial network by considering two continuous variables per
branch,f̃ijs and f̃jis, in order to model the direction of the
fictitious power flow under each operating condition. Note that,
for the condition associated with nodes, f̃ijs is equal to 1 pu,
i.e., the fictitious power flow through the branch connecting
nodesi and j measured at nodei, only when the fictitious
power flows fromi to j, being 0 otherwise. The interested
reader is referred to [21], [23], where this two-variable-based
distribution load flow model was successfully applied within
a different context.

The constraint set (12)–(14) features a unimodular matrix
structure (see [24], proposition 3.2) and parameters̃Lis are
binary. As a consequence, continuous variablesf̃ijs and g̃SS

is

can only take two values, namely 0 and 1. In addition, for
each branchi-j and load nodes, the optimization goal (11)
precludesf̃ijs and f̃jis from being simultaneously equal to 1.
As an example, the application of (11)–(14) to the network
depicted in Fig.1 yields the results shown in Fig.2, where
variablesf̃ijs with optimal values equal to 1 are represented
only.

The solution to (11)–(14) is particularly useful for the
purposes of reliability assessment of the original system.It is
worth emphasizing that the optimal values for branch-related
variablesf̃ijs allow identifying the branches that are used to
supply the nodal demands from the substation node as well as
the direction of the power flows for the original system. Thus,
if f̃ijs = 1 or f̃jis = 1 the branch connecting nodesi andj is
used in the original system to supply the demand at nodes.
On the other hand, if̃fijs = f̃jis = 0 the branch connecting
nodesi and j is not used to supply the demand at nodes.
Moreover, if f̃ijs = 1 the direction of the corresponding flow
is from nodei to nodej.

In other words, the network topology is explicitly character-
ized by the optimal values of̃fijs. Moreover, the node-branch
relationship described in Remarks 1–4 is readily provided as
follows:

• If f̃ijs + f̃jis = 1, nodes is downstream of branchi-
j and would thus be affected by a repair-and-switching
interruption should such a branch experience a fault.
Thus, the branchesi-j used to supply the demand at node
s from the substation are those for which̃fijs + f̃jis is
equal to 1. This result is useful to calculateNRP

s and
DRP

s as per Remarks 1 and 3.
• For a branchi-j with a breaker,f̃ijs + f̃jis = 1 implies

that nodes belongs to the feeder protected by this breaker,
whereasf̃ijs + f̃jis = 0 means that nodes belongs to
a different feeder. Additionally, for a branchr-s, f̃rss

1

2

4

5

3

6

Substation node

Node with demand equal to 1 pu

Node with demand equal to 0 pu

Used branch

Unused branch

f122 = 1
~

1

2

4

5

3

6

f123 = 1
~

f233 = 1
~

1

2

4

5

3

6

f124 = 1
~

1

2

4

5

3

6
f155 = 1
~

f244 = 1
~

1

2

4

5

3

6
f156 = 1
~ f566 = 1

~

Operating condition for node 2 Operating condition for node 3

Operating condition for node 4 Operating condition for node 5

Operating condition for node 6

Fig. 2. Operation of the fictitious system for the illustrative example.

is equal to 1 if the demand at nodes is injected by
this branch, being 0 otherwise. Both results are useful
to calculateNSW

s andDSW
s as per Remarks 2 and 4.

We recognize that an equivalent model relying on a single
variable per branch and without substation-related variables,
g̃SS
is , can be derived to mathematically represent the topology

of a radial network. However, such a simpler model would
not be suitable for operational and planning models dealing
with practical meshed and radially-operated networks supplied
by more than one substation, for which the proposed tool is
intended.

B. Step 2: Calculation of Expected Nodal Interruption Rates
and Durations

As described next, and based on the above findings, the
expressions forNRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , andDSW
s are equivalently

cast in terms of̃fijs. Thus, reliability indices can be computed
without requiring a simulation-based algorithm, which consti-
tutes the main contribution of this paper. For a comprehensive
explanation, the derivation of the expressions forNSW

s and
DSW

s relies on auxiliary expressions in terms ofNT
s , NCB

ij ,
DT,SW

s , DCB,SW
ij , and D̄SW

s . As done for the conventional
algorithm, the example analyzed in SectionII-D is used to
illustrate the proposed expressions forNRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , and
DSW

s .
1) Calculation of NRP

s : As explained above, if̃fijs = 1
or f̃jis = 1 branchi-j is used to supply the demand at node
s from the substation node. Thus, as per Remark 1, branch-
related variables̃fijs are useful to flag whether the outage of
branchi-j yields a repair-and-switching interruption for the
load at nodes. Hence, the expected rate of nodal repair-and-
switching interruptions can be formulated as:
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NRP
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

λij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (15)

For example, node 4 experiences repair-and-switching inter-
ruptions under the outages of branches 1-2 and 2-4 (TableI).
As can be seen in Fig.2, f̃124 = 1 and f̃244 = 1. According
to (15) and the optimal solutions for̃fijs shown in Fig.2,
the expected rate of repair-and-switching interruptions for load
node 4 is calculated as follows:

NRP
4 =

(

f̃124 + f̃214

)

λ12 +
(

f̃234 + f̃324

)

λ23

+
(

f̃244 + f̃424

)

λ24 +
(

f̃154 + f̃514

)

λ15

+
(

f̃564 + f̃654

)

λ56 = (1 + 0)× 0.5 + (0 + 0)× 0.2

+ (1 + 0)× 0.1 + (0 + 0)× 0.3 + (0 + 0)× 0.4

= 0.6 interruptions/year. (16)

2) Calculation of NSW
s : According to Remark 2, for each

load node, the difference between the total expected rate of
interruptions and the expected rate of repair-and-switching
interruptions yields the expected rate of switching-only inter-
ruptions:

NSW
s = NT

s −NRP
s ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (17)

From Remark 2, the total expected rate of interruptions
affecting nodes, NT

s , is equal to the expected rate of in-
terruptions affecting the circuit breaker in the corresponding
feeder,NCB

ij . Thus, the relationship betweenNT
s andNCB

ij

can be formulated as follows:

NT
s =

∑

i∈ΨSS

∑

j∈Ψi

NCB
ij

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (18)

Furthermore, based on Remark 2,NCB
ij is determined by

the sum of the failure rates of the branches belonging to the
feeder protected by the corresponding breaker. Thus,NCB

ij can
be expressed as follows:

NCB
ij =

∑

s∈ΨLN

[(

∑

r∈Ψs

f̃rssλrs

)

f̃ijs

]

; ∀i∈ΨSS, ∀j∈Ψi (19)

whereλrs is equal toλsr .
In the outer summation of (19), the use off̃ijs is intended

to exclusively account for the nodes belonging to the feeder
protected by the breaker under consideration. Analogously, in
the inner summation, the correct branch is identified byf̃rss.

Using (15), (18), and (19) in (17) yields:

NSW
s =

∑

i∈ΨSS

∑

j∈Ψi

∑

s′∈ΨLN









∑

r∈Ψs′

f̃rs′s′λrs′



f̃ijs′





(

f̃ijs+f̃jis

)

−
∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

λij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (20)

For illustration purposes, the above expressions forNCB
ij ,

NT
s , andNSW

s are applied to the six-node system depicted
in Fig. 1. From Fig. 2, it can be observed that, under the
conditions defined by nodes 2, 3, and 4, which are in the
same feeder as circuit breaker B1, the variables representing
the fictitious flows through the branches injecting power at

such nodes, i.e.,̃f122, f̃233, and f̃244, are all equal to 1.
Similarly, the conditions associated with nodes 5 and 6, under
the protection of circuit breaker B2, yield̃f155 = f̃566 = 1.
The particularization of (19) for the circuit breakers located at
branches 1-2 and 1-5 of the illustrative example gives rise to:

NCB
12 =

(

f̃122λ12 + f̃322λ32 + f̃422λ42

)

f̃122

+
(

f̃233λ23

)

f̃123 +
(

f̃244λ24

)

f̃124

+
(

f̃155λ15 + f̃655λ65

)

f̃125 +
(

f̃566λ56

)

f̃126

= (1× 0.5 + 0× 0.2 + 0× 0.1)× 1

+ (1× 0.2)× 1 + (1× 0.1)× 1

+ (1× 0.3 + 0× 0.4)× 0 + (1× 0.4)× 0

= 0.8 interruptions/year (21)

NCB
15 =

(

f̃122λ12 + f̃322λ32 + f̃422λ42

)

f̃152

+
(

f̃233λ23

)

f̃153 +
(

f̃244λ24

)

f̃154

+
(

f̃155λ15 + f̃655λ65

)

f̃155 +
(

f̃566λ56

)

f̃156

= (1× 0.5 + 0× 0.2 + 0× 0.1)× 0

+ (1× 0.2)× 0 + (1× 0.1)× 0

+ (1× 0.3 + 0× 0.4)× 1 + (1× 0.4)× 1

= 0.7 interruptions/year. (22)

As an example, for load node 4, the total expected rate of
interruptions is calculated using (18) as follows:

NT
4 = NCB

12

(

f̃124 + f̃214

)

+NCB
15

(

f̃154 + f̃514

)

= 0.8× (1+0)+0.7× (0+0)

= 0.8 interruptions/year. (23)

Hence, using the results of (16) and (23) in (17), the
expected rate of switching-only interruptions for node 4 can
be obtained as follows:

NSW
4 = NT

4 −NRP
4 = 0.8− 0.6

= 0.2 interruptions/year. (24)

3) Calculation of DRP
s : Based on Remark 3 and the

relationship between branch outages and nodal repair-and-
switching interruptions modeled by variables̃fijs, the ex-
pected duration of nodal repair-and-switching interruptions can
be formulated as:

DRP
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

λijτ
RP
ij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (25)

Using the optimal solutions for̃fijs (Fig. 2) in (25), the
expected duration of repair-and-switching interruptionsfor
load node 4 is calculated as follows:

DRP
4 =

(

f̃124 + f̃214

)

λ12τ
RP
12 +

(

f̃234 + f̃324

)

λ23τ
RP
23

+
(

f̃244 + f̃424

)

λ24τ
RP
24 +

(

f̃154 + f̃514

)

λ15τ
RP
15

+
(

f̃564 + f̃654

)

λ56τ
RP
56 = (1 + 0)×0.5×1.0

+(0 + 0)×0.2×2.0+ (1 + 0)×0.1×4.0

+(0 + 0)×0.3×1.5+ (0 + 0)×0.4×3.0

= 0.9 h/year. (26)
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4) Calculation of DSW
s : According to Remark 4, the ex-

pected duration of nodal switching-only interruptions is given
by:

DSW
s = DT,SW

s − D̄SW
s ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (27)

Similar toDRP
s , D̄SW

s can be expressed in terms off̃ijs as
follows:

D̄SW
s =

∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

λijτ
SW
ij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (28)

In addition,DT,SW
s can be cast as:

DT,SW
s =

∑

i∈ΨSS

∑

j∈Ψi

D
CB,SW
ij

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

; ∀s ∈ ΨLN (29)

where the breaker-related duration,D
CB,SW
ij , is expressed as

follows:

D
CB,SW
ij =

∑

s∈ΨLN

[(

∑

r∈Ψs

f̃rssλrsτ
SW
rs

)

f̃ijs

]

;

∀i ∈ ΨSS, ∀j ∈ Ψi (30)

whereτSW
rs is equal toτSW

sr .
Similar to (19), in (30), the nodes belonging to the feeder

protected by the circuit breaker under consideration are iden-
tified by f̃ijs whereas the use of̃frss accounts for the correct
branch.

Hence, the desired expression ofDSW
s in terms of f̃ijs is

given by the use of (28)–(30) in (27):

DSW
s =

∑

i∈ΨSS

∑

j∈Ψi

∑

s′∈ΨLN









∑

r∈Ψs′

f̃rs′s′λrs′τ
SW
rs′



f̃ijs′





(

f̃ijs+f̃jis

)

−
∑

(i,j)∈Υ

(

f̃ijs + f̃jis

)

λijτ
SW
ij ; ∀s ∈ ΨLN . (31)

As an example, using (28) for load node 4 yields:

D̄SW
4 =

(

f̃124 + f̃214

)

λ12τ
SW
12 +

(

f̃234 + f̃324

)

λ23τ
SW
23

+
(

f̃244 + f̃424

)

λ24τ
SW
24 +

(

f̃154 + f̃514

)

λ15τ
SW
15

+
(

f̃564 + f̃654

)

λ56τ
SW
56 = (1 + 0)× 0.5× 0.15

+ (0 + 0)× 0.2× 0.5 + (1 + 0)× 0.1× 0.25

+ (0 + 0)× 0.3× 0.2 + (0 + 0)× 0.4× 0.6

= 0.1 h/year. (32)

Moreover, the particularization of (30) for the circuit break-
ers located at branches 1-2 and 1-5 of the illustrative example
gives rise to:

D
CB,SW
12 =

(

f̃122λ12τ
SW
12 +f̃322λ32τ

SW
32 +f̃422λ42τ

SW
42

)

f̃122

+
(

f̃233λ23τ
SW
23

)

f̃123 +
(

f̃244λ24τ
SW
24

)

f̃124

+
(

f̃155λ15τ
SW
15 + f̃655λ65τ

SW
65

)

f̃125

+
(

f̃566λ56τ
SW
56

)

f̃126 = (1× 0.5× 0.15

+ 0× 0.2× 0.5 + 0× 0.1× 0.25)× 1

+ (1× 0.2× 0.5)× 1 + (1× 0.1× 0.25)× 1

+ (1× 0.3× 0.2 + 0× 0.4× 0.6)× 0

+ (1× 0.4× 0.6)× 0 = 0.2 h/year (33)

D
CB,SW
15 =

(

f̃122λ12τ
SW
12 +f̃322λ32τ

SW
32 +f̃422λ42τ

SW
42

)

f̃152

+
(

f̃233λ23τ
SW
23

)

f̃153 +
(

f̃244λ24τ
SW
24

)

f̃154

+
(

f̃155λ15τ
SW
15 + f̃655λ65τ

SW
65

)

f̃155

+
(

f̃566λ56τ
SW
56

)

f̃156 = (1× 0.5× 0.15

+ 0× 0.2× 0.5 + 0× 0.1× 0.25)× 0

+ (1× 0.2× 0.5)× 0 + (1× 0.1× 0.25)× 0

+ (1× 0.3× 0.2 + 0× 0.4× 0.6)× 1

+ (1× 0.4× 0.6)× 1 = 0.3 h/year. (34)

Both results (33), (34) allow computingDT,SW
s for all load

nodes. For the representative node 4, expression (29) gives rise
to:

D
T,SW
4 = D

CB,SW
12

(

f̃124 + f̃214

)

+D
CB,SW
15

(

f̃154 + f̃514

)

= 0.2× (1 + 0) + 0.3× (0 + 0) = 0.2 h/year. (35)

Finally, from (27), the expected duration of switching-only
interruptions for node 4 can be obtained as follows:

DSW
4 = D

T,SW
4 − D̄SW

4 = 0.2− 0.1 = 0.1 h/year. (36)

C. Potential Applicability

The ultimate goal of the proposed approach is to allow the
incorporation of analytical expressions for reliability assess-
ment in the formulation of distribution system operationaland
planning models, thereby enabling the application of solution
methodologies different from presently used heuristics and
metaheuristics. Such incorporation would require the follow-
ing modifications in current optimization models: 1) extending
the set of decision variables to includeDRP

s , DSW
s , f̃ijs,

g̃SS
is , NRP

s , and NSW
s ; 2) extending the constraint set to

include new expressions built on (12)–(15), (20), (25), and
(31); and 3) expressing the reliability cost in terms of the
newly added decision variables. Note that the minimization
of the reliability cost in the resulting reliability-constrained
models would prevent̃fijs andf̃jis from being simultaneously
equal to 1 for each branchi-j and load nodes, thereby having
the same effect as (11).

The above extension of the problem formulation would give
rise to nonlinearities due to the cross products of newly added
variables f̃ijs in (20) and (31). Note, however, that, given
the fact that variables̃fijs are binary valued, such bilinear
terms can be converted into equivalent linear expressions using
well-known integer algebra results without needing additional
binary variables [25]. Hence, although the incorporation of
reliability requires a larger number of variables and con-
straints, the computational complexity would not be drastically
increased. The interested reader is referred to the Appendix for
a general formulation of the resulting optimization problems.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

Results from several case studies are presented in this
section. The proposed approach has been first applied to
a 37-node test system. Additionally, in order to assess the
scalability of the proposed methodology, four larger case
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Fig. 3. One-line diagram of the 37-node system.

TABLE II
37-NODE SYSTEM – NODAL PEAK DEMANDS (MW)

Node
Ls

Node
Ls

Node
Ls

Node
Lss s s s

02 0.99 11 2.43 20 1.60 29 0.18
03 2.01 12 1.18 21 0.20 30 1.55
04 0.41 13 1.46 22 2.02 31 2.06
05 0.36 14 1.71 23 0.41 32 0.26
06 1.49 15 2.06 24 3.04 33 1.65
07 1.57 16 2.74 25 2.08 34 1.87
08 0.91 17 1.78 26 1.69 35 2.32
09 1.45 18 2.67 27 1.92 36 1.38
10 1.98 19 2.30 28 1.44 37 0.89

studies including a real-life distribution system with 1080
nodes have been solved.

Simulations have been implemented on a Dell Precision
M4800 laptop with an IntelR© CoreTM i7-4910MQ processor
at 2.9 GHz and 16 GB of RAM using CPLEX 12.6 [26] and
GAMS 24.2 [27]. All case studies were solved to optimality
by setting the optimality tolerance of CPLEX equal to 0.

A. 37-Node Case Study

The first benchmark is a 13.2-kV test system based on that
described in [20]. As shown in Fig.3, the system comprises
36 load nodes, represented by circles, and 1 substation node,
depicted as a square. Base power and base voltage of the
system are 1 MVA and 13.2 kV, respectively. Nodal peak
demands and the number of customers per node are listed
in Tables II and III , respectively. The loading condition is
modeled by three load levels with loading factors equal to
70%, 83%, and 100% of the corresponding peak demand, and
durations equal to 2000 h/year, 5760 h/year, and 1000 h/year,
respectively. Branch data are provided in TableIV. Based on
[8], all branches are characterized by 0.1 failures per year and
km. Therefore, branch failure rates are set so thatλij = 0.1ℓij.

The proposed optimization-based approach required 4.15
s to achieve the values forNRP

s , NSW
s , DRP

s , and DSW
s

reported in TableV, which are identical to those provided
by the conventional simulation-based algorithm [7] outlined
in Section II-B. As can be seen in TableV, the expected
rate and duration of nodal repair-and-switching interruptions
generally grow as the distance to the substation increases,
whereas the expected rate and duration of nodal switching-
only interruptions experience, in general, the opposite result.

TABLE III
37-NODE SYSTEM – NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS PERNODE

Node
NCs

Node
NCs

Node
NCs

Node
NCss s s s

02 177 11 208 20 235 29 198
03 214 12 260 21 140 30 222
04 222 13 305 22 222 31 168
05 166 14 303 23 220 32 268
06 214 15 140 24 217 33 245
07 294 16 153 25 231 34 200
08 302 17 286 26 196 35 270
09 171 18 251 27 193 36 258
10 279 19 144 28 271 37 227

TABLE IV
37-NODE SYSTEM – BRANCH DATA

Branch ℓij τRP
ij τSW

ij Branch ℓij τRP
ij τSW

ij

i-j (km) (h) (h) i-j (km) (h) (h)

01-20 3.52 1.90 0.25 17-19 2.35 2.07 0.24
01-13 1.57 2.02 0.28 19-20 1.54 2.13 0.29
01-17 1.52 1.70 0.28 19-21 1.78 1.64 0.25
01-27 3.85 1.54 0.27 19-22 1.82 2.07 0.29
02-30 1.16 2.38 0.26 22-23 1.57 2.41 0.29
02-40 1.56 2.17 0.27 22-24 1.65 2.49 0.21
02-50 2.03 2.27 0.22 22-25 2.10 1.65 0.22
05-60 1.16 2.06 0.24 25-26 1.06 2.10 0.21
05-70 1.56 2.20 0.28 27-28 1.25 1.83 0.27
05-80 2.12 1.93 0.25 27-29 1.54 1.97 0.26
08-90 1.76 1.99 0.30 27-30 2.03 2.25 0.24
08-10 1.93 1.69 0.28 30-31 1.33 1.96 0.25
08-11 1.60 1.52 0.23 30-32 1.80 2.09 0.22
11-12 2.16 2.43 0.23 30-33 1.99 1.51 0.24
13-14 0.90 2.49 0.23 33-34 2.12 2.16 0.22
13-15 3.15 2.43 0.23 33-35 1.44 1.76 0.20
15-16 1.14 1.69 0.27 35-36 1.63 1.76 0.23
17-18 1.24 1.97 0.26 35-37 1.82 2.10 0.26

The results provided in TableV allow computing the
standard reliability indices. Nodal reliability indices CIF and
CID are listed in TableVI . From this table, two results
are remarkable: 1) load nodes belonging to longer feeders
feature larger customer interruption frequencies, and 2) the
customer interruption duration increases with the distance to
the substation. In addition, system reliability indices SAIFI
and SAIDI are respectively equal to 1.81 interruptions/year
and 1.53 h/year, whereas ASAI is equal to 99.98% and EENS
is 69.51 MWh/year.

B. Real-Sized Case Studies

The scalability of the proposed approach has been validated
with four case studies comprising 85, 137, 417, and 1080
nodes, which are based on those described in [28]–[31], re-
spectively. For reproducibility purposes, data for the four case
studies can be downloaded from [32]. Table VII summarizes
the results achieved by the simulation-based algorithm and
the proposed equivalent approach. As can be seen, using
an optimization-based framework requires longer computing
times than the simulation-based algorithm, ranging between
8.36 s for the 85-node system and 365.95 s for the 1080-
node system. Notwithstanding, it is worth emphasizing thatthe
computational effort associated with the proposed approach
is moderate bearing in mind that the four test systems are
real-sized and that simulations have been implemented on
a modest laptop. Therefore, this is a promising result for
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TABLE V
37-NODE SYSTEM – RESULTS FORNRP

s AND NSW
s (interruptions/year), andDRP

s andDSW
s (h/year)

Node NRP
s NSW

s DRP
s DSW

s Node NRP
s NSW

s DRP
s DSW

s Node NRP
s NSW

s DRP
s DSW

s Node NRP
s NSW

s DRP
s DSW

s

02 0.35 1.70 0.67 0.43 11 0.93 1.13 1.78 0.30 20 0.54 1.12 1.07 0.28 29 0.54 1.54 0.90 0.36
03 0.47 1.59 0.94 0.40 12 1.14 0.91 2.31 0.25 21 0.57 1.10 1.04 0.28 30 0.59 1.49 1.05 0.35
04 0.51 1.55 1.01 0.39 13 0.16 0.52 0.32 0.12 22 0.57 1.09 1.12 0.27 31 0.72 1.36 1.31 0.32
05 0.56 1.50 1.13 0.39 14 0.25 0.43 0.54 0.10 23 0.73 0.94 1.50 0.22 32 0.77 1.31 1.43 0.32
06 0.67 1.39 1.37 0.36 15 0.47 0.20 1.08 0.05 24 0.73 0.93 1.53 0.24 33 0.79 1.29 1.35 0.31
07 0.71 1.35 1.47 0.35 16 0.59 0.09 1.28 0.02 25 0.78 0.88 1.47 0.22 34 1.00 1.08 1.81 0.26
08 0.77 1.29 1.54 0.34 17 0.15 1.51 0.26 0.38 26 0.89 0.78 1.69 0.20 35 0.93 1.15 1.60 0.28
09 0.94 1.11 1.89 0.28 18 0.28 1.39 0.50 0.35 27 0.39 1.70 0.59 0.40 36 1.09 0.99 1.89 0.24
10 0.96 1.10 1.86 0.28 19 0.39 1.28 0.74 0.32 28 0.51 1.57 0.82 0.37 37 1.11 0.97 1.99 0.23

TABLE VI
37-NODE SYSTEM – RESULTS FORCIFs (interruptions/year) andCIDs (h/year)

Node CIFs CIDs Node CIFs CIDs Node CIFs CIDs Node CIFs CIDs

02 2.06 1.10 11 2.06 2.08 20 1.66 1.35 29 2.08 1.26
03 2.06 1.35 12 2.06 2.56 21 1.66 1.32 30 2.08 1.40
04 2.06 1.40 13 0.68 0.44 22 1.66 1.39 31 2.08 1.63
05 2.06 1.52 14 0.68 0.64 23 1.66 1.72 32 2.08 1.74
06 2.06 1.73 15 0.68 1.13 24 1.66 1.77 33 2.08 1.66
07 2.06 1.82 16 0.68 1.30 25 1.66 1.69 34 2.08 2.07
08 2.06 1.88 17 1.66 0.64 26 1.66 1.89 35 2.08 1.88
09 2.06 2.17 18 1.66 0.85 27 2.08 1.00 36 2.08 2.13
10 2.06 2.15 19 1.66 1.07 28 2.08 1.19 37 2.08 2.22

TABLE VII
RESULTS FORLARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS

Number of nodes

85 137 417 1080

Time for the simulation-based algorithm (s)00.03 00.08 00.64 014.07
Time for the proposed approach (s) 08.36 16.27 59.80 365.95
SAIFI (interruptions/year) 01.97 01.79 01.67 001.99
SAIDI (h/year) 02.41 01.65 00.99 001.21
ASAI (%) 99.97 99.98 99.99099.99
EENS (MWh/year) 48.90 48.13 91.16 106.53

the subsequent integration of the linear-programming-based
formulation in reliability-constrained optimization models for
distribution systems. TableVII also reports the results for
several relevant system reliability indices, which, as expected,
are identical for both methodologies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has pushed forward the notion that simulation-
based reliability assessment can be equivalently performed by
an optimization-based approach relying on the solution of aset
of linear programs. Numerical results show the equivalencebe-
tween the proposed approach and the conventional simulation-
based algorithm. Moreover, the moderate computational effort
required for large-scale test systems comprising up to 1080
nodes reveals the computational effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

It is worth emphasizing that the main contribution of this
paper, namely the development of algebraic expressions forre-
liability assessment where the topology is represented through
decision variables of an optimization process, will pave the
way for the use of non-heuristic solution methodologies to
effectively address the integration of reliability assessment in
the optimization models used for the operation and planningof
distribution systems. Such integration constitutes our ongoing
research.

Another interesting avenue of research is the extension
of the approach to consider practical modeling aspects of
utmost importance within the context of active distribution
networks such as distributed generation and post-fault net-
work reconfiguration to restore the service for load nodes
downstream of the fault. Based on our recent work [21],
we are currently investigating the inclusion of generationat
the distribution level via modeling distributed generators as
negative loads. However, we recognize that extending the
model to characterize the above issues needs further research
effort and numerical studies. Research will also be conducted
to explicitly model the effect of temporary faults, protection
failures, transient disturbances, and line overloading.

APPENDIX

The incorporation of the proposed analytical expressions
for reliability assessment in the formulation of distribution
optimization models can be cast in a compact way as follows:

Minimize
x,y,z

cI−O(x, y) + cR(z) (37)

subject to:

x ∈ {0, 1}n (38)

f(x, y) ≤ 0 (39)

g(x, z) ≤ 0 (40)

wherex is the vector of binary variables modeling investment
and operating decisions;y is the vector of continuous variables
also related to the operation and planning of distribution
systems;z is the vector of the newly added variables relating
topology decisions and reliability, i.e.,DRP

s , DSW
s , f̃ijs, g̃SS

is ,
NRP

s , andNSW
s ; cI−O(x, y) is the investment and operating

cost;cR(z) is the reliability cost;n is the dimension of vector
x; f(x, y) represents the set of constrained functions typically
used to model the operation and planning of distribution
systems; andg(x, z) is a new set of constrained functions.
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The objective function to be minimized (37) consists of two
terms respectively related to the investment and operatingcost
and the reliability cost. The binary nature ofx is imposed
in (38). Conventional investment and operational constraints
are modeled in (39). Finally, the relationship betweenx and
z is formulated in (40). Note that such a relationship is
built upon the newly developed expressions (12)–(15), (20),
(25), and (31). Thus, expressions (37) and (40) constitute the
main differences between the resulting problems and current
reliability-constrained distribution optimization models. As a
major salient aspect, the reliability cost is explicitly expressed
in terms of the newly added decision variables included inz,
which, in turn, allow representing the implicit dependenceof
the reliability cost on the network topology.
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